
OVERVIEW
RedSky Horizon® Prime is the first cloud-based NextGen 9-1-1 product 
for Enterprise customers from RedSky. RedSky Horizon® Prime fea-
tures our Dynamic Routing Service (DRS) that routes a 9-1-1 call to the 
proper emergency responders based on the geographic boundaries of 
the caller’s location. For example, if you are college campus, you can 
draw a boundary around the campus and all 9-1-1 calls from within 
the boundary will be routed to the campus police, but all calls outside 
the boundary will be routed to the municipal police department.

SMART GEO ROUTING OF 9-1-1 CALLS FOR ON SITE 
PSAPS OR SECURITY DESK SUPPORT
RedSky Horizon® Prime has been developed specifically for business, 
military, and education entities that have first responders within their 
physical boundaries and yet, do not act as the primary 9-1-1 PSAP for 
Enterprise 9-1-1 calls. For example, if a University has their own Police 
Department and security desk but, all 9-1-1 calls from the enterprise 
call server are routed to the Municipal PSAP and then transferred 
back to campus, they are a candidate for RedSky Horizon® Prime. The 
University can draw a geographic boundary (GIS map or other) around 
its campus. The University call server sends all 9-1-1 calls to the Red-
Sky Horizon® cloud. If the call is from within the boundary, the call is 
directed to Campus Police. If the call is outside the boundary, the call is 
forwarded to the RedSky E911 Anywhere® service that routes the call 
to the corresponding Municipal PSAP that best suits the Emergency 
Response Location of the user.

RedSky Horizon® Prime uses new RedSky NextGen 9-1-1 components 
in the cloud to intelligently route 9-1-1 calls based on location. The 
components allow the end customer to draw geographical boundaries 
around locations and specify the destination for the call if it emanates 
from inside or outside the boundary. This allows very specific response 
profiles to be set and eliminates emergency call hand-offs that can be 
costly in terms of time or human error.

This cloud-based NextGen 9-1-1 product features our Dynamic Routing Service (DRS) that routes a 9-1-1 call to the 
proper emergency responders based on the geographic boundaries of the caller’s location.

Automated routing of 9-1-1 calls to different PSAPs 
based on geographic boundaries

FEATURES

A  R E D S K Y  D A T A S H E E T

Premium features include call recording, 9-1-1  
call monitoring and barge-in capability

Works with RedSky’s E911 Anywhere® cloud ser-
vice to route 9-1-1 calls to any PSAP in the USA  
or Canada based on the location of the callerEliminates the need to transfer 9-1-1 calls from the 

Municipal PSAP back to the Enterprise PSAP

RedSky Horizon® Prime

Sends emergency notifications (screen pop, SMS, 
email) to security guards and administrators

E911 ANYWHERE® COMPANION 
RedSky Horizon® Prime works seamlessly with RedSky’s E911 Any-
where® cloud service giving you access to over 5000 municipal and 
county PSAPs in the USA and Canada. E911 Anywhere® is a must for 
highly distributed enterprises that have dozens or hundreds of locations 
or support a highly mobile workforce on their enterprise voice network. 
E911 Anywhere® simplifies your 9-1-1 calling strategy. You send all 
your 9-1-1 calls to E911 Anywhere® and calls are routed to the right 
PSAP that has geographic responsibility for the caller’s location. This 
strategy eliminates complicated routing tables, hardware gateways, 
local 9-1-1 trunks, PS/ALI accounts, etc. E911 Anywhere® also features 
optional call recording, call monitoring and barge-in as well as 9-1-1 
call notifications including email, SMS and screen pop notifications. 

ARCHITECTURE
RedSky Horizon® Prime is powered by a highly scalable architecture 
that combines multiple levels of system redundancy with Tier One 
infrastructure providers. The RedSky Horizon® Prime components are 
installed in our datacenters and are accessed securely over the web. All 
account management can be accessed remotely on any internet con-
nected computer. Simplified log-in gives you access to the E911  
Anywhere® service. Our network connects with over 5,000 PSAPs 
(Public Safety Answering Point) in the United States to ensure proper 
routing of emergency calls. In Canada, we connect with an authorized, 
Canadian emergency call center which can forward a 9-1-1 call to vir-
tually all PSAPs in Canada. E911 Anywhere® offers fail-over protection 
through an emergency call center staffed 24/7 by personnel specially 
trained to handle emergency calls.
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HOW REDSKY HORIZON® PRIME & E911 ANYWHERE® WORKS
1. An administrator provides RedSky with either a GIS Shape file or a paper map that will be converted into a GIS shape file. 

2. The administrator establishes destination rules for calls inside and outside the boundary.

3. The administrator logs into the E911 Anywhere® Web portal and establishes Emergency Response Locations (ERLs) for all Emergency Location Identifica-
tion Numbers (ELINs) or Direct Inward Dialing (DID) numbers in the enterprise. Location records are MSAG-validated and stored for future use.

CALL FLOW
1. User dials 9-1-1

2. Call Server routes 9-1-1 call with ELIN to RedSky Horizon® Prime Cloud

3. RedSky Horizon® Prime determines the caller’s location based on the ERL within E911 Anywhere®

a. RedSky Horizon® Prime compares the location to the customer provided boundaries

b. If the ERL is within the boundary, the 9-1-1 call is delivered to the private PSAP in a NENA Next Generation i3 SIP based format

c. If the ERL is outside the given boundary, the 9-1-1 call is routed the call to E911 Anywhere® which delivers the call to the location appropriate mu-
nicipal PSAP

4. 9-1-1 Call Notifications are sent to those subscribers who are to receive notifications. 

REQUIREMENTS
Internet access to the E911 Anywhere® Web-based administration portal

TRUNKING OPTIONS FOR REDSKY HORIZON® PRIME
• SIP Based Trunking via Internet or VPN tunnel 

• MPLS (Cross Connect Charges may apply) 

• ISDN/PRI trunking from the call server/PBX

NETWORK CALL SERVERS/PBXS SUPPORTED
All call servers and PBXs are supported since there is no integration required between the call platform/PBX and RedSky Horizon® Prime. Call serv-
ers and PBXs need simply to be programmed to send all 9-1-1 calls to RedSky Horizon® Prime for routing to the proper PSAP.
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